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Abstract
Lagerstrom’s model problem is a classical singular perturbation problem which was
introduced to illustrate the ideas and subtleties involved in the analysis of viscous ﬂow past a
solid at low Reynolds number by the method of matched asymptotic expansions. In this paper
the corresponding boundary value problem is analyzed geometrically by using methods from
the theory of dynamical systems, in particular invariant manifold theory. As an essential part
of the dynamics takes place near a line of non-hyperbolic equilibria, a blow-up transformation
is introduced to resolve these singularities. This approach leads to a constructive proof of
existence and local uniqueness of solutions and to a better understanding of the singular
perturbation nature of the problem. In particular, the source of the logarithmic switchback
phenomenon is identiﬁed.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Viscous ﬂow past a solid at low Reynolds number is a classical singular
perturbation problem from ﬂuid dynamics. Steady low Reynolds number ﬂow of an
incompressible ﬂuid past a circular cylinder was studied by Stokes [Sto51]: as a ﬁrst
approximation, he took the Reynolds number to be zero in the governing equations
and found that the resulting boundary value problem has no solution (Stokes
paradox). For ﬂow past a sphere Stokes did in fact ﬁnd an approximation which has
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been widely used. In an attempt to derive a higher-order approximation for the
spherical case, however, Whitehead [Whi89] found that the next term has a
singularity at inﬁnity (Whitehead paradox). More than half a century later, Oseen
[Ose10] observed that these seeming paradoxes were due to an incorrect treatment of
the ﬂow far from the cylinder, respectively, the sphere and could be avoided by
linearizing about the ﬂow at inﬁnity. Oseen solved the resulting equation for
spherical ﬂow and obtained a solution which improves Stokes’ solution; however, he
failed to give a systematic expansion procedure. The conceptual structure of the
problem was clariﬁed much later by Kaplun and Lagerstrom [Kap57,KL57] and
Proudman and Pearson [PP57], who showed that it could be solved by the systematic
use of the method of matched asymptotic expansions.
Later still, Lagerstrom proposed his model problem to illustrate the mathematical
ideas and techniques used by Kaplun in the asymptotic treatment of low Reynolds
number ﬂow, see [Kap57,KL57,Lag66]. In its simplest formulation, the model is
given by the non-linear, non-autonomous second-order boundary value problem
u¨ þ n  1
x
’u þ u ’u ¼ 0 ð1:1Þ
with boundary conditions
uðeÞ ¼ 0; uðNÞ ¼ 1: ð1:2Þ
Here nAN; 0oepxpN; and the overdot denotes differentiation with respect to x:
Heuristically speaking, (1.1), (1.2) models slow incompressible viscous ﬂow in n
dimensions, scaled in such a way that the dependence of u on e (the analogue of the
Reynolds number) occurs through the inner boundary condition. Here uðeÞ ¼ 0
corresponds to the no-slip condition at the surface of an ‘‘n-sphere’’ of diameter e;
whereas uðNÞ ¼ 1 requires the ‘‘ﬂow’’ to be uniform far away from the ‘‘n-sphere’’.
We focus on the physically relevant cases n ¼ 2 and n ¼ 3 corresponding to ﬂow
around a cylinder and a sphere, respectively. This problem, which is not a model in
the physical sense, but a mathematical model equation, was analyzed by Lagerstrom
himself and many others, see e.g. [Bus71,CFL78,HTB90,KW96,KWK95,Lag88,
RS75,Ski81], and the references therein. While it displays similar qualitative
properties as the original ﬂuid dynamical problem, Lagerstrom’s model is
analytically much simpler, owing largely to the fact that it is an ordinary rather
than a partial differential equation. Both the original problem of viscous ﬂow past a
solid at low Reynolds number and Lagerstrom’s model example have been quite
inﬂuential for the development of singular perturbation theory in general and of the
method of matched asymptotic expansions in particular.
More recently, an alternative approach to singularly perturbed problems known
as geometric singular perturbation theory has been developed. This approach is based
on methods from the theory of dynamical systems, in particular on invariant
manifold theory. In this context outer solutions and their expansions ﬁnd a
geometric explanation in terms of slow center-like manifolds which depend smoothly
on the singular perturbation parameter. Standard exponential layer (inner) solutions
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are explained geometrically as invariant foliations of stable or unstable manifolds of
slow center-like manifolds, which again depend smoothly on the singular
perturbation parameter, see [Fen79] or [Jon95].
However, this well-developed geometric theory does not apply at points where
normal hyperbolicity is lost, i.e., at points where the slow manifold ceases to be
exponentially attractive respectively repelling.
Recently, it has been possible to extend the geometric approach to the case when
normal hyperbolicity fails due to a single zero eigenvalue, a situation which arises
frequently in applications, e.g. in relaxation oscillations. This advance has been
possible due to the use of the blow-up method [DR91,Dum93,DR96]. Blow-up can
be described as a sophisticated rescaling which allows one to identify the dominant
scales in various regions near a singularity. In particular, the blow-up method has
been used for a detailed analysis of the simple fold problem, see [KS01,vGKS]. In
these works slow manifolds are continued beyond the fold point. Additionally, the
complicated structure of the corresponding asymptotic expansions is explained and
an algorithm to compute them is given.
The aim of the present work and its sequel [PS] is to analyze Lagerstrom’s model
problem in a similar spirit.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a brief introduction to
Lagerstrom’s model equation and its analysis by means of matched asymptotic
expansions is given. Section 3 contains a dynamical systems reformulation of the
Lagerstrom model. The governing equations are rewritten as an autonomous system
of ordinary differential equations. A solution of the original boundary value
problem is seen to correspond to an orbit connecting an (unknown) point in a one-
dimensional manifold V representing the boundary condition at x ¼ e to a
degenerate equilibrium Q which corresponds to the boundary condition at x ¼N:
In the limit e ¼ 0; Q becomes even more degenerate, which—at least partially—
explains the singular perturbation nature of the problem. A singular orbit G is
identiﬁed which connects the manifoldV to the equilibrium Q for e ¼ 0: To resolve
this singular behavior a blow-up transformation is introduced. In Section 4 the
dynamics of the blown-up problem is analyzed in detail. In the blown-up system
existence and uniqueness of solutions for Lagerstrom’s model is proved by carefully
tracking the manifoldV of boundary values along the singular orbit G to show that
it intersects transversely the stable manifold of Q: In most parts of the analysis one
has to distinguish between the cases n ¼ 3 and n ¼ 2; the latter being difﬁcult due to
its more degenerate nature.
2. Lagerstrom’s model equation
By introducing the inner (stretched) variable
x ¼ x
e
ð2:1Þ
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in (1.1) and (1.2), we obtain the equivalent formulation
u00 þ n  1
x
u0 þ euu0 ¼ 0 ð2:2Þ
of Lagerstrom’s model equation, with 1pxpN and boundary conditions
uð1Þ ¼ 0; uðNÞ ¼ 1; ð2:3Þ
here the prime denotes differentiation with respect to x:
Lagerstrom’s model equation is a classical example of a singularly perturbed
problem, as the solution obtained by setting e ¼ 0 in (2.2) is not a uniformly valid
approximation to the solution of (2.2) for 1pxpN: Moreover, it shows that having
the small parameter e multiply the highest derivative in a differential equation is not
a necessary condition for a problem to be singular. In what is to come, we will
restrict ourselves to the cases n ¼ 2 and n ¼ 3; which correspond to the physically
relevant settings of ﬂow in two and three dimensions, respectively.
We brieﬂy discuss Lagerstrom’s analysis of (1.1), (1.2) based on the method of
matched asymptotic expansions. Let us ﬁrst turn to n ¼ 3: by assuming a (regular)
perturbation expansion for u of the form
uðx; eÞ ¼ u0ðxÞ þ eu1ðxÞ þ?; ð2:4Þ
one obtains with x ﬁxed as e-0
u000 þ
2
x
u00 ¼ 0; ð2:5aÞ
u001 þ
2
x
u01 ¼ u0u00; ð2:5bÞ
in analogy with the ﬂuid dynamical problem, (2.5a) is called the Stokes equation.
With u0 ¼ 0 for x ¼ 1 and u0-1 for x-N; the leading term of the inner
approximation (2.4) is
u0 ¼ 1 1x; ð2:6Þ
the solution of (2.5b) which satisﬁes u1 ¼ 0 at x ¼ 1 is given by
u1 ¼  1þ 1x
 
ln xþ a 1 1
x
 
; ð2:7Þ
however, no choice of the constant a can prevent u1 from being logarithmically
inﬁnite for x-N: This is the analogue of the ﬂuid dynamical Whitehead paradox.
Thus, the naive expansion (2.4) is not uniformly valid for x large; this forces one to
apply the rescaling in (2.1).
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For x ¼ Oðe1Þ; (2.4) and (2.7) imply u ¼ 1þ Oðe ln eÞ; which suggests to replace
(2.4) by an expansion of the form
uðx; eÞ ¼ 1 1
x
þ e ln eu˜1ðxÞ þ eu1ðxÞ þ? ð2:8Þ
for x ﬁxed as e-0:
To approximate solutions of (1.1) for x ¼ ex ﬁxed as e-0; one uses the outer
expansion
uðx; eÞ ¼ U0ðxÞ þ e ln eU˜1ðxÞ þ eU1ðxÞ þ? ð2:9Þ
which is akin to the Oseen expansion in the ﬂuid dynamical problem. The leading
order term satisfying (1.1) is found to be U0 ¼ 1: U˜1 has to satisfy the homogeneous
Oseen equation
d2U˜1
dx2
þ 2
x
þ 1
 
dU˜1
dx
¼ 0 ð2:10Þ
with U˜1ðNÞ ¼ 0; the same is true of U1: Eq. (2.10) is linear; its solution can be given
in terms of certain exponential integrals, with the constants left to be determined by
matching.
For n ¼ 2; the situation is even more involved: the same intuitive reasoning as
before yields
u0 ¼ a ln x ð2:11Þ
for the leading term of the inner approximation. Obviously, the condition at inﬁnity
cannot be satisﬁed with any choice of a (Stokes paradox). Nevertheless, the rescaling
in (2.1) is applicable again, which implies that the troublesome condition at inﬁnity is
in the region of x ﬁxed as e-0: As u must be Oð1Þ there, (2.4) and (2.11) imply that
a ¼ Oððln eÞ1Þ; which suggests asymptotic expansions
uðx; eÞ ¼  1
ln e
u0ðxÞ þ 1ðln eÞ2 u1ðxÞ þ? ð2:12Þ
and
uðx; eÞ ¼ 1 1
ln e
U1ðxÞ þ 1ðln eÞ2 U2ðxÞ þ?; ð2:13Þ
respectively. As for n ¼ 3; matching these expansions is still possible, although the
overlap domain is now very small, see [LC72]. This is in essence Kaplun’s resolution
of the Stokes paradox: the Stokes solution is an inner solution which must satisfy a
matching condition, but not necessarily the boundary condition at inﬁnity.
Rigorous results for Lagerstrom’s model equation have been obtained by several
workers by a variety of methods. Existence and uniqueness of solutions was shown
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in [RS75] by transforming (2.2) into a pair of integral equations and applying a
contraction mapping theorem. Hsiao [Hsi73] gave a rigorous discussion of existence
for n ¼ 2 and e-0; whereas Cole [Col68] utilized an invariance group of (1.1) to
obtain a similar result. In [CFL78] a related initial value problem was transformed
into an integral equation, which was then shown to have a unique solution by
constructing suitable super- and subsolutions. Hunter et al. [HTB90] proved that the
so-called Oseen iteration, an iterative scheme based on using the outer approxima-
tion throughout, converges for all e to a unique solution.
Remark 2.1 (Logarithmic switchback). The introduction of an e ln e-term in (2.4) is
unexpected, as it is not directly forced by the equation, but by the matching.
Perturbation problems in which the small parameter e (but not ln e) occurs in the
formulation of the problem, whereas ln e occurs in the asymptotic expansion, have
been encountered conspicuously often in the resolution of paradoxes in problems of
ﬂuid dynamics. The phenomenon is known as logarithmic switchback, see [Lag88] for
further details.
Remark 2.2. A generalization of (1.1) to arbitrary integral (and even real)
dimensions is feasible and has indeed been undertaken by several workers, see e.g.
[LR84]. Our approach applies for any nAR; nX2; as well, with only a few minor
changes required.
Notably, the form of the simpler inner expansion (2.4) depends even more critically
on the value of n than the outer expansion. The larger n is, the further the occurrence
of switchback terms is postponed; Stokes’ paradox is thus only delayed, as it will
always occur sooner or later. In particular, there is no switchback for n irrational.
3. A dynamical systems approach
3.1. Our strategy
We will employ a shooting argument to prove existence and (local) uniqueness of
solutions to the boundary value problem (1.1), (1.2). To that end, we rewrite
Lagerstrom’s model problem as an equivalent autonomous ﬁrst-order dynamical
system. As is usual in geometric singular perturbation theory, the starting point of
the analysis are the equations on the fast (inner) scale, i.e., (2.2). We replace
xA½1;NÞ by Z :¼ x1Að0; 1	; x0 ¼ 1 implies the equation Z0 ¼ Z2: By setting u0 ¼ v
we obtain the system
u0 ¼ v;
v0 ¼  ðn  1ÞZv  euv;
Z0 ¼  Z2 ð3:1Þ
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with boundary conditions
uð1Þ ¼ 0; Zð1Þ ¼ 1; uðNÞ ¼ 1; ð3:2Þ
note that (3.2) in fact entails ZðNÞ ¼ 0 and vðNÞ ¼ 0 for the solution to (3.1),
whereas vð1Þ remains yet to be determined.
We deﬁne the manifold Ve by
1
Ve :¼ fð0; v; 1Þ j vA½
%
v; %v	g ð3:3Þ
with 0p
%
vo %voN and the point Q by Q :¼ ð1; 0; 0Þ: Note that Ve is a manifold of
possible inner boundary values for (3.1). Moreover, one ﬁnds that Q is in fact an
equilibrium of (3.1); indeed, one obtains a whole line of equilibria l given by l :¼
fðu; 0; 0Þ j uARg: The linearization of (3.1) at any such point is
0 1 0
0 eu 0
0 0 0
264
375; ð3:4Þ
which implies
Lemma 3.1. For e40; the eigenvalues of (3.4) are 0 and eu; where the multiplicity of
0 is two. The corresponding eigenspaces are
spanfð1; 0; 0ÞT ; ð0; 0; 1ÞTg; spanfð1;e; 0ÞTg: ð3:5Þ
For e ¼ 0; the multiplicity of 0 is three, with the eigenspace being
spanfð1; 0; 0ÞT ; ð0; 1; 0ÞT ; ð0; 0; 1ÞTg; ð3:6Þ
here ð0; 1; 0ÞT is a generalized eigenvector.
Standard results from invariant manifold theory yield
Proposition 3.1. Let kAN be arbitrary, and let e40:
1. There exists an attracting two-dimensional center manifold Wce of (3.1) which is
given by fv ¼ 0g:
2. For ju  1j; v; and Z sufficiently small, there is a stable invariant Ck-smooth foliation
Fse with base W
c
e and one-dimensional C
k-smooth fibers.
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Proof. The ﬁrst assertion is obvious from Lemma 3.1 and the fact that fv ¼ 0g is an
invariant subspace for (3.1); the second assertion follows from standard invariant
manifold theory (see e.g. [Fen79] or [CLW94]). &
Given e40 ﬁxed, one can thus deﬁne the stable manifold Wse of Q as
Wse :¼
[
PAU
F se ðPÞ; ð3:7Þ
where U :¼ fð1; 0; ZÞ j 0pZ51g; i.e., as a union of ﬁbers F seAFse with base
points in the weakly stable orbit U ; see Fig. 1. Of particular importance is the
ﬁber F se ðQÞ with base point Q; note that by Lemma 3.1, F se ðQÞ is tangent to
ð1;e; 0ÞT at Q:
Remark 3.1. In fact, due to the simple structure of (3.1) for Z ¼ 0; F se ðQÞ can be
computed explicitly by writing e.g.
dv
du
¼ eu ð3:8Þ
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and solving for v to obtain
vðuÞ ¼ e
2
ð1 u2Þ; ð3:9Þ
here we have used vð1Þ ¼ 0:
We will in the following writeWsse instead of F
s
e ðQÞ to stress that F se ðQÞ is the one-
dimensional strongly stable manifold of Q:
A solution of the boundary value problem (3.1), (3.2) corresponds to a forward
orbit starting inVe and converging to Q as x-N: Hence existence and uniqueness
of solutions will follow by showing that the saturation ofVe under the ﬂow deﬁned
by (3.1), which we call Me :¼Ve  ½1;NÞ; intersects Wse in a unique orbit; here the
dot denotes the application of the ﬂow induced by (3.1).
For e ¼ 0 it is straightforward to obtain singular orbits connecting V0 to Q: It is
these orbits we will use as templates for orbits of the full problem ðe40Þ: The case
n ¼ 3 is the simpler one, as the forward orbit
g :¼ fð1 Z; Z2; ZÞ j ZAð0; 1	g ð3:10Þ
through P :¼ ð0; 1; 1Þ obtained by solving (3.1) for e ¼ 0 is asymptotic to Q: We thus
deﬁne the singular orbit G by
G :¼ g,fQg; ð3:11Þ
see Fig. 2. For n ¼ 2 the situation is more involved: remember that for n ¼ 2; there is
no solution to (3.1), (3.2) for e ¼ 0: However, a singular orbit G can still be deﬁned:
let P :¼ ð0; 0; 1Þ; and let g denote the orbit
g :¼ fð0; 0; ZÞ j ZAð0; 1	g ð3:12Þ
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through P; which is forward asymptotic to the origin O: Then
G :¼ g,fOg,fðu; 0; 0Þ j uAð0; 1Þg,fQg: ð3:13Þ
For n ¼ 2; G thus contains a segment of the line of equilibria l; which accounts for
the complicated nature of the problem.
We now proceed as follows to prove existence and uniqueness of solutions to (3.1):
we trackMe through phase space and show that it intersects transversely the stable
manifoldWse of Q (see again Fig. 1). Due to the fact that we are only interested in e
small, we are going to take a perturbational approach, i.e., we intend to set e ¼ 0 in
(3.1) and track M0 along G under the resulting ﬂow. For e ¼ 0; however, the
equations in (3.1) are even more degenerate than they are for e40; see Lemma 3.1.
Due to the non-hyperbolic character of the problem for e ¼ 0; there is no stable
foliationFs0; hence a stable manifoldW
s
0 does not exist, either. We therefore have to
modify our approach. To that end, we extend (3.1) by appending the (trivial)
equation e0 ¼ 0; obtaining
u0 ¼ v;
v0 ¼  ðn  1ÞZv  euv;
Z0 ¼  Z2;
e0 ¼ 0 ð3:14Þ
in extended phase space, where the boundary conditions are still given by (3.2).
Contrary to the above, the parameter e is not ﬁxed now, but is allowed to vary in an
interval ½0; e0	 with e040 small. Correspondingly, for the extended system (3.14) we
deﬁne the manifolds V and M by V :¼ SeA½0;e0	Ve  feg and M :¼ SeA½0;e0	Me 
feg; respectively. We will see that by using blow-up, we will be able to deﬁne stable
manifolds Wss and Ws in a smooth way down to e ¼ 0:
Remark 3.2. Though Lagerstrom’s model equation is a singular perturbation
problem, it is not strictly so in the sense of [Fen79]. Indeed, the dynamics of (3.14) is
to be characterized as center-like rather than slow-fast.
3.2. The blow-up transformation
To analyze the dynamics of (3.14) near the line l :¼ fðu; v; Z; eÞ j uARþ; v ¼ Z ¼
e ¼ 0g of equilibria2 of (3.14), we introduce a (polar) blow-up transformation
F :
R B-R4;
ð %u; %v; %Z; %e; %rÞ/ð %u; %r%v; %r%Z; %r%eÞ
(
ð3:15Þ
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with B :¼ S2  R: Here S2 denotes the two-sphere in R3; i.e., S2 ¼ fð%v; %Z; %eÞ j %v2 þ
%Z2 þ %e2 ¼ 1g: Note that obviously F1ðlÞ ¼ R S2  f0g; which is the blown-up
locus obtained by setting %r ¼ 0: Moreover, for %ra0; i.e., away from F1ðlÞ; F is a
CN-diffeomorphism. We will only be interested in %rA½0; r0	 with r040 small.
The reason for introducing (3.15) is that degenerate equilibria, such as those in l;
can in many cases be neatly analyzed by means of blow-up techniques, see [Dum93].
The blow-up is a (singular) coordinate transformation whereby the degenerate
equilibrium is blown up to some n-sphere. Transverse to the sphere and even
on the sphere itself one often gains enough hyperbolicity to allow a complete
analysis by standard techniques. For planar vector ﬁelds the method is
widely known, see e.g. [GH83]; not unexpectedly, however, difﬁculties mount with
rising dimension. A general discussion of blow-up can be found in [DR91]. The
analysis of non-hyperbolic points in singular perturbation problems was initiated by
Dumortier and Roussarie, see [DR96,Dum93], and was further developed in
[KS01,vGKS]. We refer to these works for an introduction and more background
material.
The vector ﬁeld on R B; which is induced by the vector ﬁeld corresponding to
(3.14), is best studied by introducing different charts for the manifold R B: In what
is to come, it sufﬁces to consider two charts K1 and K2 corresponding to %Z40 and
%e40 in (3.15), respectively, see Fig. 3. The coordinates ðu1; v1; r1; e1Þ in K1 are
given by
u1 ¼ %u; v1 ¼ %v%Z1; r1 ¼ %r%Z; e1 ¼ %e%Z1 ð3:16Þ
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for %Z40: Similarly, for ðu2; v2; Z2; r2Þ in K2 one obtains
u2 ¼ %u; v2 ¼ %v%e1; Z2 ¼ %Z%e1; r2 ¼ %r%e; ð3:17Þ
where %e40: We will see that these two charts correspond precisely to the inner and
outer regions in the method of matched asymptotic expansions.
Remark 3.3 (Notation). Let us introduce the following notation: for any object &
in the original setting, let & denote the corresponding object in the blow-up; in
charts Ki; i ¼ 1; 2; the same object will appear as &i when necessary.
In K1 the blow-up transformation (3.15) is
F1 :
R4-R4;
ðu1; v1; r1; e1Þ/ðu1; r1v1; r1; r1e1Þ;
(
ð3:18Þ
which is a directional blow-up in the direction of positive Z: With
u ¼ u1; v ¼ r1v1; Z ¼ r1; e ¼ r1e1; ð3:19Þ
the blown-up vector ﬁeld in K1 is then given by
u01 ¼ r1v1;
v01 ¼ð2 nÞr1v1  r1e1u1v1;
r01 ¼  r21;
e01 ¼ r1e1; ð3:20Þ
which can be desingularized by setting d
dx ¼ r1 ddx1 in (3.20) and dividing out the
common factor r1 on both sides of the equations:
u01 ¼ v1;
v01 ¼ð2 nÞv1  e1u1v1;
r01 ¼  r1;
e01 ¼ e1: ð3:21Þ
This desingularization is necessary to obtain a non-trivial ﬂow for r1 ¼ 0; it
corresponds to a rescaling of time, leaving the phase portrait unchanged.
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The equilibria of (3.21) are easily seen to lie in l1 :¼ fðu1; v1; r1; e1Þ j u1ARþ; v1 ¼
r1 ¼ e1 ¼ 0g; the linearization there is
0 1 0 0
0 2 n 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
26664
37775: ð3:22Þ
Depending on n two cases have to be considered:
Lemma 3.2. For n ¼ 3; 1 is an eigenvalue of multiplicity two, whereas 0 and 1 are
simple eigenvalues of (3.22). The corresponding eigenspaces are
spanfð0; 0; 1; 0ÞT ; ð1;1; 0; 0ÞTg; spanfð1; 0; 0; 0ÞTg; spanfð0; 0; 0; 1ÞTg: ð3:23Þ
For n ¼ 2; the multiplicity of 0 is two, with 1 and 1 simple and the eigenspaces
given by
spanfð1; 0; 0; 0ÞT ; ð0; 1; 0; 0ÞTg; spanfð0; 0; 1; 0ÞTg; spanfð0; 0; 0; 1ÞTg; ð3:24Þ
here ð0; 1; 0; 0ÞT is a generalized eigenvector of the eigenvalue 0.
Proof. Computation. &
In chart K2; the blow-up transformation (3.15) is given by
F2 :
R4-R4;
ðu2; v2; Z2; r2Þ/ðu2; r2v2; r2Z2; r2Þ;
(
ð3:25Þ
it follows that
u ¼ u2; v ¼ r2v2; Z ¼ r2Z2; e ¼ r2; ð3:26Þ
which is simply an e-dependent rescaling of the original variables, since r2 ¼ e: Given
(3.26), we obtain for the blown-up vector ﬁeld in K2
u02 ¼ r2v2;
v02 ¼ð1 nÞr2Z2v2  r2u2v2;
Z02 ¼  r2Z22;
r02 ¼ 0: ð3:27Þ
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Desingularizing (dividing by r2) once again yields
u02 ¼ v2;
v02 ¼ð1 nÞZ2v2  u2v2;
Z02 ¼  Z22;
r02 ¼ 0; ð3:28Þ
these equations are simple insofar as r2 occurs only as a parameter. The equilibria of
(3.28) are given by l2 :¼ fðu2; v2; Z2; r2Þ j u2AR; v2 ¼ Z2 ¼ 0; r2A½0; r0	g; with corre-
sponding linearizations
0 1 0 0
0 u2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
26664
37775: ð3:29Þ
Lemma 3.3. The eigenvalues of (3.29) are 0 and u2; where the multiplicity of 0 is
three. The corresponding eigenspaces are
spanfð1; 0; 0; 0ÞT ; ð0; 0; 1; 0ÞT ; ð0; 0; 0; 1ÞTg; spanfð1;u2; 0; 0ÞTg: ð3:30Þ
Proof. Computation. &
Note that the line l2 corresponds exactly to the original l; i.e., the point Q we are
ultimately interested in is retrieved in chart K2 after the blow-up. For the change of
coordinates between charts K1 and K2 on their overlap domain we have the following
result:
Lemma 3.4. Let k12 denote the change of coordinates from K1 to K2; and let k21 ¼ k112
be its inverse. Then k12 is given by
u2 ¼ u1; v2 ¼ v1e11 ; Z2 ¼ e11 ; r2 ¼ r1e1 ð3:31Þ
and k21 is given by
u1 ¼ u2; v1 ¼ v2Z12 ; r1 ¼ r2Z2; e1 ¼ Z12 : ð3:32Þ
Proof. Computation. &
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For the computations which now follow it is convenient to deﬁne sections Sin1 ;
Sout1 ; and S
in
2 in K1 and K2; respectively, where
Sin1 :¼ fðu1; v1; r1; e1Þ j u1X0; v1X0; e1X0; r1 ¼ rg; ð3:33aÞ
Sout1 :¼ fðu1; v1; r1; e1Þ j u1X0; v1X0; r1X0; e1 ¼ dg; ð3:33bÞ
Sin2 :¼ fðu2; v2; Z2; r2Þ j u2X0; v2X0; r2X0; Z2 ¼ d1g; ð3:33cÞ
with 0or; d51 arbitrary, but ﬁxed; see Fig. 4. Note that k12ðSout1 Þ ¼ Sin2 :
The shooting argument outlined in Section 3.1 is now carried out in the blown-up
system, or, to be more precise, in charts K1 and K2: The sole reason for introducing
(3.15) and considering (3.21) and (3.28) instead of (3.14), however, is that we have
gained enough hyperbolicity to extend the argument down to and including e ¼ 0;
i.e., to deﬁne the stable manifoldW
s
of QA%l even for %r ¼ 0: This follows from chart
K2; as the linearization of (3.28) at Q2 has a negative eigenvalue irrespective of the
value of r2; in contrast to the linearization of the original (3.14) at Q: We will thus be
able to track V along the singular orbit G and show that the resulting manifoldM
intersects W
s
transversely. This intersection will give the sought-after family of
solutions to the boundary value problem (3.1), (3.2) for eAð0; e0	: The situation is
illustrated in Fig. 5.
4. Existence and uniqueness of solutions
In order to prove existence and uniqueness of solutions to (3.1), (3.2), we have to
distinguish between the cases n ¼ 2 and n ¼ 3; due to the particularly degenerate
structure of the problem for n ¼ 2: In a ﬁrst step, we consider the dynamics of (3.14)
in charts K1 and K2 separately, which we then combine to obtain the main result of
this paper:
Theorem 4.1. For eAð0; e0	 with e040 sufficiently small and n ¼ 2; 3; there exists a
locally unique solution to (3.1), (3.2) close to the singular orbit G:
4.1. The case n ¼ 3
4.1.1. Dynamics in chart K1
Let V1 denote the manifold V in K1; i.e.,
V1 :¼ fðu1; v1; r1; e1Þ j u1 ¼ 0; jv1  1jpa; r1 ¼ 1; e1A½0; e0	g ð4:1Þ
for some 0oao1: To obtain the singular orbit G in K1; note that e ¼ 0 in (3.14)
implies e1 ¼ 0 in (3.21) due to e ¼ r1e1 and r140 in (4.1). In general, given the initial
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Fig. 4. Geometry in chart K1 for (a) n ¼ 3 and (b) n ¼ 2:
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Fig. 5. Geometry of the blown-up system for (a) n ¼ 3 and (b) n ¼ 2:
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conditions3
ðu1; v1; r1; e1ÞT ð0Þ ¼ ð0; v10 ; 1; 0ÞT ; ð4:2Þ
Eqs. (3.21) can easily be solved explicitly:
ðu1; v1; r1; e1ÞTðx1Þ ¼ ðv10ð1 ex1Þ; v10ex1 ; ex1 ; 0ÞT : ð4:3Þ
Let g1ðx1Þ now denote the orbit corresponding to P1 ¼ ð0; 1; 1; 0Þ; i.e., to v10 ¼ 1
in (4.3),
g1ðx1Þ :¼ fð1 ex1 ; ex1 ; ex1 ; 0Þ j x1A½0;NÞg; ð4:4Þ
and let Pin1 :¼ g1-Sin1 ; note that g1ðx1Þ-Q1 ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ as x1-N: In analogy to
Section 3 we thus deﬁne G1 by
G1 :¼ g1,fQ1g,fð1; 0; 0; e1Þ j e1Að0;NÞg; ð4:5Þ
see Fig. 6. With the variational equations of (3.21) along g1 given by
du01 ¼ dv1;
dv01 ¼  dv1  ex1ð1 ex1Þde1;
dr01 ¼  dr1;
de01 ¼ de1; ð4:6Þ
we obtain the following result:
Proposition 4.1. Let TP1V1 denote the tangent space to V1 at P1; let tP1ATP1V1 be
the tangent direction spanned by
ðdu1; dv1; dr1; de1ÞTð0Þ ¼ ð0; 1; 0; 0ÞT ; ð4:7Þ
and let tg1ATg1M1 be the solution of (4.6) corresponding to (4.4). Then tPin
1
ATPin
1
M1 is
given by
ðdu1; dv1; dr1; de1ÞTðln rÞ ¼ ð1 r; r; 0; 0ÞT ; ð4:8Þ
where r is as in the definition of Sin1 :
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Proof. For the proof, note that clearly dr1  0  de1: The equations in (4.6) then
reduce to
du01 ¼ dv1;
dv01 ¼  dv1; ð4:9Þ
which can be solved to give
ðdu1; dv1ÞTðx1Þ ¼ ð1 ex1 ; ex1ÞT : ð4:10Þ
From (4.4) it follows that
r ¼ ex1 ð4:11Þ
in Sin1 ; which completes the proof. &
Remark 4.1. For reasons which will become clear later on, the evolution of the
tangent direction to V1 spanned by ðdu1; dv1; dr1; de1ÞT ð0Þ ¼ ð0; 0; 0; 1ÞT is of no
relevance to us and thus is not considered here.
The analysis of the transition of M1 from Sin1 to S
out
1 past the line l1 of partially
hyperbolic equilibria is more subtle. For hyperbolic equilibria, normal form
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transformations combined with cut-off techniques can be used to eliminate
higher-order terms, see [Ste58]. For partially hyperbolic equilibria satisfying
certain non-resonance conditions, a transformation to standard form can still be
found, see [Tak71] or [Bon96]. By Lemma 3.2, however, the eigenvalues of
(3.22) obviously are in resonance both for n ¼ 3 and for n ¼ 2: Hence the
above techniques do not apply. We therefore have to proceed directly, i.e., by
estimation, to obtain bounds on u1 and v1 in Sout1 : In fact, it is these resonances
which are responsible for the occurrence of logarithmic switchback terms in the
Lagerstrom model. This will become more evident in the upcoming paper [PS], where
asymptotic expansions for the solutions to (3.1), (3.2) as speciﬁed in Theorem 4.1 will
be derived.
Remark 4.2. Note that for n irrational in (3.14), the resonances are destroyed, which
explains the absence of logarithmic switchback in Lagerstrom’s model then.
The following simple observation will prove quite useful:
Lemma 4.1. For any u10 ; v10X0; the solutions u1ðx1Þ and v1ðx1Þ to (3.21) can be
estimated as follows:
u10p u1ðx1Þpu10 þ v10ð1 ex1Þ;
0p v1ðx1Þpv10ex1 : ð4:12Þ
Proof. For4 v0X0; vðxÞX0 follows from the invariance of fv ¼ 0g in (3.21). As
v0 ¼ v  euvp v; ð4:13Þ
integration yields vðxÞpv0ex: Similarly, the estimate for uðxÞ is obtained by
integrating 0pu0pv0ex: &
Proposition 4.1 asserts that M1 is very much tilted in the direction of u1
by the ﬂow of (3.21): despite tP1 being vertical, tPin
1
is almost horizontal already,
as dv1 is almost annihilated during transport, whereas du1 is hugely expanded,
see Fig. 7. The next result shows that the transition from Sin1 to S
out
1 only serves
to make the tilt more pronounced, with dv1 being even further contracted at the
expense of du1:
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Proposition 4.2. Let P : Sin1-S
out
1 denote the transition map for (3.21), and let
Pout1 :¼ PðPin1 Þ: Then DPðtPin
1
Þ ¼ tPout
1
is spanned by
ðduout1 ; dvout1 ; drout1 ; deout1 ÞTðNÞ ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0ÞT : ð4:14Þ
Remark 4.3. Technically speaking, there is of course no transition at all past l1 for
e1 ¼ 0; hence P and DP have to be deﬁned by taking the limit e1-0: The following
proof will show that this limit is in fact well deﬁned.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. For 0oeinoer; let P˜in :¼ ðu˜in; v˜in; r; einÞAM-Sin; and let
*GðxÞ :¼ ðu˜ðxÞ; v˜ðxÞ; rex; einexÞ ð4:15Þ
be the solution to (3.21) starting in P˜in (see Fig. 8). The variational equations of
(3.21) along *G are given by
du0 ¼ dv;
dv0 ¼  einexv˜du þ ð1 einexu˜Þdv  u˜v˜de;
dr0 ¼  dr;
de0 ¼ de ð4:16Þ
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with initial conditions in TP˜inM; i.e.,
ðdu; dv; dr; deÞTð0Þ ¼ ðduin; dvin; 0; 0ÞT : ð4:17Þ
As before, dr  0  de; and we obtain
du0 ¼ dv;
dv0 ¼  dv  einexðv˜du þ u˜dvÞ: ð4:18Þ
To prove our assertion, we proceed by plugging (4.18) into
du
dv
 0
¼ du
0dv  dudv0
ðdvÞ2 ; ð4:19Þ
whence
z0 ¼ 1þ ð1þ einexu˜Þz þ einexv˜z2; ð4:20Þ
here we have set z :¼ dudv: From Lemma 4.1 we conclude that u˜; v˜X0: With zin ¼
ðdudvÞin40 for ein sufﬁciently small, this gives z0X1 as long as z remains bounded, i.e.,
as long as dv40; therefore
zðxÞXxþ zin: ð4:21Þ
Fig. 8. Illustration of the proof of Proposition 4.2.
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A similar argument for w ¼ z1 shows that z indeed cannot become unbounded for
ﬁnite x: As (4.15) yields
d ¼ einex ð4:22Þ
in Sout; the assertion now follows from
du
dv
 out
Xln
d
ein
ð4:23Þ
with ein-0: &
4.1.2. Dynamics in chart K2
Let Q2 ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ in chart K2: The following observation is crucial for
everything that follows:
Lemma 4.2. Let kAN be arbitrary.
1. There exists an attracting three-dimensional center manifold Wc2 of (3.28) which is
given by fv2 ¼ 0g:
2. For ju2  1j; v2; Z2; and r2 sufficiently small, there is a stable invariant Ck-smooth
foliation Fs2 with base W
c
2 and one-dimensional C
k-smooth fibers.
Proof. The ﬁrst assertion follows immediately from Lemma 3.3 and the fact
that fv2 ¼ 0g is obviously an invariant subspace for (3.28); the second
assertion is obtained from invariant manifold theory (see e.g. [Fen79] or
[CLW94]). &
Let F s2ðQ2ÞAFs2 be the ﬁber emanating from Q2; as in the original setting, we once
again write Wss2 for F
s
2ðQ2Þ: Indeed, note that for any r2 ¼ eA½0; e0	 ﬁxed, Q2 and
Wss2 correspond to the original Q and its stable ﬁber W
ss
e ; respectively.
Remark 4.4. Note that Wss2 is known explicitly, as for Z2 ¼ 0 (3.28) yields
dv2
du2
¼ u2: ð4:24Þ
With v2ð1Þ ¼ 0 we thus obtain
v2ðu2Þ ¼ 12 ð1 u22Þ; ð4:25Þ
hence Wss2 is independent of n; as was to be expected.
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Let the orbit g2 be deﬁned by
g2ðx2Þ :¼ fð1; 0; x12 ; 0Þ j x2Að0;NÞg ð4:26Þ
(note that g2ðx2Þ-Q2 as x2-N), and let G2 :¼ g2,fQ2g; in fact, G2 is precisely the
continuation of G1 in K2: With Lemma 4.2 it then follows:
Proposition 4.3. The manifold Ws2 defined by
Ws2 :¼
[
P2AG2
F s2ðP2Þ ð4:27Þ
is an invariant, Ck-smooth manifold, namely the stable manifold of Q2:
To obtain an approximation toWs2 through its tangent bundle TW
s
2 along g2; we
consider the variational equations of (3.28). The latter are given by
du02 ¼ dv2;
dv02 ¼ 
2
x2
þ 1
 
dv2;
dZ02 ¼ 
2
x2
dZ2;
dr02 ¼ 0; ð4:28Þ
where 0 ¼ d
dx2
as before. Note that the ﬁrst and second equation from (4.28)
combined yield
du002 ¼ 
2
x2
þ 1
 
du02; ð4:29Þ
this equation, which is precisely the (linear) Oseen equation from classical theory, has
the solution
du2ðx2Þ ¼ aE2ðx2Þ þ b; ð4:30Þ
where5
EkðzÞ :¼
Z N
z
ettk dt; zAC; RðzÞ40; kAN; ð4:31Þ
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and a; b are some constants which are as yet undetermined. From Lemma 3.3
we know that the tangent direction tQ2ATQ2W
ss
2 to W
ss
2 is spanned by the
vector
ðdu2; dv2; dZ2; dr2ÞTðNÞ ¼ ð1; 1; 0; 0ÞT : ð4:32Þ
The following proposition describes the evolution of tG2ATG2W
s
2; which is tQ2
extended along G2 as x2-0 (see Fig. 9):
Proposition 4.4. Let Q2; W
s
2; and tG2 be defined as above, and let Q
in
2 :¼ g2-Sin2 : Then
tQin
2
ATQin
2
Ws2 is spanned by
ðdu2; dv2; dZ2; dr2ÞTðdÞ ¼ ðduin2 ; 1; 0; 0ÞT ; ð4:33Þ
where
duin2 ¼ OðdÞ: ð4:34Þ
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Proof. As we know the solution to
du0 ¼ dv;
dv0 ¼  2
x
þ 1
 
dv ð4:35Þ
to be
ðdu; dvÞTðxÞ ¼ a
Z N
x
ett2 dt þ b;aexx2
 T
; ð4:36Þ
we can now determine a and b from the condition that
lim
x-N
du
dv
ðxÞ ¼ lim
x-N
exx2
Z N
x
ett2 dt  b
a
exx2
 
¼ 1: ð4:37Þ
An easy application of de l’Hoˆspital’s rule to the ﬁrst term in (4.37) shows that we
have to require b ¼ 0; to ﬁx a; we demand that dv ¼ 1 in section Sin: Reverting to
our original subscripts and remembering that x2 ¼ Z12 ; in Sin2 we therefore have
x2 ¼ d; so that Pin2 ¼ g2ðdÞ and
a ¼ edd2: ð4:38Þ
For du2 the substitution t ¼ td thus yields
du2 ¼ edd2
Z N
d
ett2 dt ¼ edd
Z N
1
edtt2 dt: ð4:39Þ
This latter integral, which we denote by
E˜kðzÞ :¼
Z N
1
ezttk dt; zAC; RðzÞ40; kAN; ð4:40Þ
and its properties are well known, see e.g. [AS64]:
Lemma 4.3. For jarg zjop; E˜kðzÞ has the series expansion
E˜1ðzÞ ¼ g ln z 
XN
i¼1
ðzÞi
i  i! ð4:41Þ
for k ¼ 1 and
E˜kðzÞ ¼ ðzÞ
k1
ðk  1Þ! ½ln z þ cðkÞ	 
XN
i¼0
iak1
ðzÞi
ði  k þ 1Þ  i! ð4:42Þ
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for kX2; here g ¼ 0:5772y is Euler’s constant and
cð1Þ ¼ g; cðkÞ ¼ gþ
Xk1
i¼1
1
i
; kX2: ð4:43Þ
For n ¼ 3 we thus obtain
E˜2ðzÞ ¼ z½ln z þ g 1	 
XN
i¼0
ia1
ðzÞi
ði  1Þ  i!; ð4:44Þ
and the proof is completed by plugging (4.44) into (4.39) and collecting powers
of d: &
4.2. The case n ¼ 2
4.2.1. Dynamics in chart K1
As indicated already, our approach in this section will have to be quite different
from the above, which is due to the complicated nature of the singular orbit G1 for
n ¼ 2 as compared to n ¼ 3: With
g1ðx1Þ :¼ fð0; 0; ex1 ; 0Þ j x1A½0;NÞg ð4:45Þ
denoting again the orbit through P1 ¼ ð0; 0; 1; 0Þ which is asymptotic to the origin,
G1 is given by
G1 :¼ g1,fOg,fðu1; 0; 0; 0Þ j u1Að0; 1Þg,fQ1g,fð1; 0; 0; e1Þ j e1Að0;NÞg ð4:46Þ
(see Fig. 10). However, rather than investigating (3.21) for e1 ¼ 0; as before, we now
consider (3.21) with the perturbative terms e1u1v1 omitted, which is
u01 ¼ v1;
v01 ¼ 0;
r01 ¼  r1;
e01 ¼ e1; ð4:47Þ
here the initial conditions are given by
ðu1; v1; r1; e1ÞTð0Þ ¼ ð0; v10 ; 1; e10ÞT : ð4:48Þ
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The reason for considering (4.47) instead of (3.21) is that these equations can easily
be solved, yielding
ðu1; v1; r1; e1ÞTðx1Þ ¼ ðv10x1; v10 ; ex1 ; e10ex1ÞT ; ð4:49Þ
in a second step we will prove that (4.49) is in fact a good approximation to the
corresponding solution to (3.21), which justiﬁes our approach. Note that due to
(3.19), we have e10 ¼ e in (4.49).6 The manifold V1 of boundary conditions is
given by
V1 :¼ fðu1; v1; r1; e1Þ j u1 ¼ 0; 0pv1pa; r1 ¼ 1; e1A½0; e0	g ð4:50Þ
with 0oao1: First we show that for some suitable set Uout1 CSout1 containing
Pout1 :¼ G1-Sout1 and any point P˜out1 AUout1 ; we can choose a P˜1AV1 such that there is
a solution of (4.47) passing through P˜out1 :
7
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Fig. 10. Geometry in chart K1 for n ¼ 2:
6 In the following we will use the two synonymously whenever there is no danger of confusion.
7Note that the size of Uout1 is restricted merely by the values of a and e0 in the deﬁnition of V1:
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Lemma 4.4. There exists a set Uout1 CS
out
1 (specified in the proof below) such that for
any P˜out1 AU
out
1 there is a unique P˜1AU1CV1 with
P˜out1 A *G1 ð4:51Þ
for the solution *G1ðx1Þ of (4.47) starting in P˜1; here U1 is an appropriately defined
subset of V1 containing P1:
Proof. Let P˜out :¼ ðu˜out; v˜out; ed1; dÞ; and let UoutASout be deﬁned such that
ju˜out  1jpb for some b40 to be determined. From (4.49) we have
d ¼ eex ð4:52Þ
in Sout; whence
v0 ¼ u˜out ln de
 1
A ð1 bÞ ln d
e
 1
; ð1þ bÞ ln d
e
 1" #
; ð4:53Þ
here b is chosen such that ð1þ bÞðln de0Þ
1pa: The same is true of v˜out; which
together with eA½0; e0	 determines both Uout and U ; see Fig. 10. &
Let us ﬁx u˜out1 ¼ 1 in the deﬁnition of P˜out1 now, and take *G1 to be the
corresponding solution to (4.47). Let P˜ in1 :¼ *G1-Sin1 ; as before. With (4.47) being
linear, its variational equations are given by
du01 ¼ dv1;
dv01 ¼ 0;
dr01 ¼  dr1;
de01 ¼ de1; ð4:54Þ
which is again just (4.47). Let fM1 denote the saturation of V1 under the ﬂow of
(4.47); as for n ¼ 3; we obtain the following
Proposition 4.5. Let t *G1AT *G1
*M1 be the solution of (4.54) corresponding to eG1ðx1Þ:
Then tP˜in
1
ATP˜in
1
fM1 is spanned by
ðdu1; dv1; dr1; de1ÞTðln rÞ ¼ ðln r; 1; 0; 0ÞT : ð4:55Þ
The above result not only implies that again tP˜in
1
already is almost horizontal, but
in fact even more so than for n ¼ 3 (see Fig. 11). We can now proceed by stating the
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analogues of Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 here:
Lemma 4.5. For any u10 ; v10X0; the solutions u1ðx1Þ and v1ðx1Þ to (3.21) can be
estimated as follows:
u10p u1ðx1Þpu10 þ v10x1;
0p v1ðx1Þpv10 : ð4:56Þ
Proof. The proof is the same as for Lemma 4.1. &
Proposition 4.6. Let *P : Sin1-S
out
1 denote the transition map for (4.47), and let P˜
out
1 be
defined as above. Then D *PðtP˜in
1
Þ ¼ tP˜out
1
is spanned by
ðdu1; dv1; dr1; de1ÞT ln de
 
¼ ln d
e
; 1; 0; 0
 T
: ð4:57Þ
Proof. Eqs. (4.54) can be solved explicitly: from Proposition 4.5 one easily obtains
dr  0  de and
ðdu; dvÞTðxÞ ¼ ðx; 1ÞT : ð4:58Þ
The assertion then follows by taking x ¼ ln de: &
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Fig. 11. Dynamics in chart K1 for n ¼ 2:
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It only remains to show that for e small, the solution of the full problem (3.21)
starting in P˜1 does indeed stay close to *G1:
Lemma 4.6. Let u10 ¼ 0; let v10 be defined as in Lemma 4.4, and let uout1 and vout1 denote
the values of u1 and v1 in Sout1 for the corresponding solution to (3.21). Then
1 e ln d
e
puout1 p1; ð4:59aÞ
ln
d
e
 1
epvout1 p ln
d
e
 1
: ð4:59bÞ
Proof. For the proof, note ﬁrst that
uðxÞ ¼ uðx0Þ þ
Z x
x0
vðx0Þ dx0; ð4:60aÞ
vðxÞ ¼ vðx0Þ 
Z x
x0
eðx0Þuðx0Þvðx0Þ dx0 ð4:60bÞ
for any 0px0pxpln de: The upper bounds are obtained directly from Lemma 4.5
with x0 ¼ 0 and x ¼ ln de; for the lower bounds, we rewrite (4.60b) as
vðxÞX vðx0Þ  e
Z x
x0
ex
0
vðx0Þ dx0
¼ ð1 ex0Þvðx0Þ þ ex0vðx0Þ  e
Z x
x0
ex
0
vðx0Þ dx0; ð4:61Þ
here we have used that maxx0A½x0;x	 uðx0Þp1 and eðxÞ ¼ eex: To complete the proof,
we require the following generalization of Gronwall’s inequality, see [Bee75] or
[Gol69]:
Lemma 4.7. Let the real-valued functions yðtÞ; kðtÞ be continuous on I :¼ ½a; b	CR;
and let the functions bðtÞ; kðtÞ be non-negative on I : If xðtÞ is any function
such that
xðtÞXyðt0Þ  bðtÞ
Z t
t0
kðtÞyðtÞ dt; apt0ptpb; ð4:62Þ
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then
xðtÞXyðt0Þ exp bðtÞ
Z t
t0
kðtÞ dt
" #
; apt0ptpb: ð4:63Þ
This result is optimal in the sense that equality in (4.62) implies equality in (4.63).
Setting yðtÞ ¼ etvðtÞ; kðtÞ  1; and bðtÞ  e; we obtain (with x instead of t and
a ¼ 0; b ¼ ln de)
vðxÞXð1 ex0Þvðx0Þ þ ex0vðx0Þeeðxx0Þ; ð4:64Þ
whence
voutXv0e
e ln deXv0 1 e ln de
 
: ð4:65Þ
The estimate for uout now follows from (4.60a) and (4.65). &
Remark 4.5. One easily sees that the above is equivalent to
uout1 ¼ 1þ Oðe ln eÞ; vout1 ¼ Oððln eÞ1Þ: ð4:66Þ
A similar result might generally be expected if Lemma 4.6 were to be rephrased in
terms of P : Sin1-S
out
1 ; the transition map for (3.21).
4.2.2. Dynamics in chart K2
In contrast to the situation in K1; the dynamics in K2 is not at all more involved for
n ¼ 2 than it is for n ¼ 3: We will therefore not go into too many details here. Given
Lemma 4.2, which is equally valid for n ¼ 2; the variational equations along g2 are
found to be
du02 ¼ dv2;
dv02 ¼ 
1
x2
þ 1
 
dv2;
dZ02 ¼ 
2
x2
dZ2;
dr02 ¼ 0; ð4:67Þ
where g2 is deﬁned as in (4.26). The solution to
du002 ¼ 
1
x2
þ 1
 
du02 ð4:68Þ
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now is given by
du2ðx2Þ ¼ aE1ðx2Þ þ b ð4:69Þ
with a; b constant. Just as for n ¼ 3 we have the following result:
Proposition 4.7. Let Q2; W
s
2; tG2 ; and Q
in
2 be defined as above. Then tQin
2
ATQin
2
Ws2 is
spanned by
ðdu2; dv2; dZ2; dr2ÞTðdÞ ¼ ðduin2 ; 1; 0; 0ÞT ; ð4:70Þ
where
duin2 ¼ Oðd ln dÞ: ð4:71Þ
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as for n ¼ 3: &
5. Proof of Theorem 4.1
Having ﬁnished the preparatory work, we are now ready to prove our main result:
Proof of Theorem 4.1. As noted before, it sufﬁces to prove existence and uniqueness
for the blown-up system. For (3.1), (3.2) proper, the assertion then follows by
applying the appropriate blow-down transformations.
For n ¼ 3; a direct computation using Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 4.2 shows that
tPout
1
corresponds to the vector tQin
2
ATQin
2
M2 spanned by
ðdu2; dv2; dZ2; dr2ÞTðdÞ ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0ÞT ; ð5:1Þ
here Qin2 ¼ k12ðPout1 Þ and M2 ¼ k12ðM1Þ: With Proposition 4.4, this implies
transversality in Sin2 for r2 ¼ 0; see Fig. 12. From regular perturbation theory,
Lemma 4.1, and the proof of Proposition 4.2 it now follows that M2 and W
s
2 still
intersect transversely for r240 sufﬁciently small.
For n ¼ 2; deﬁne P˜in2 :¼ k12ðP˜out1 Þ and Tk12jSout
1
ðtP˜out
1
Þ ¼: tP˜in
2
ATP˜in
2
fM2: By
Proposition 4.6, tP˜in
2
-tQin
2
is then clearly transversal, and with Lemma 4.6 the
intersection remains transversal for (4.47) replaced by (3.21) (see the proof
of Proposition 4.2 again: the estimate in (4.21) is valid for n ¼ 2; as well, as the
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relevant equation is
z0 ¼ 1þ einexu˜z þ einexv˜z2 ð5:2Þ
now). &
Remark 5.1. The above proof shows why it sufﬁces to consider only one tangent
direction each both in TM2 and in TW
s
2: as the equations in K2 are completely
independent of r2 ¼ e; the question of transversality is reduced to two (instead of
three) dimensions in Sin2 :
The meaning of Theorem 4.1 is the following: for any value of eAð0; e0	; there is
exactly one pair of values ðu2e ; v2eÞ singled out by the intersection ofM2 andWs2 in
Sin2 : For e ¼ 0; of course, one again retrieves the singular orbits discussed above.
These pairs ðu2e ; v2eÞ form a curve parametrized by eA½0; e0	 which, after
transformation to K1; determines a curve of boundary values in V1; ð0; v1e ; 1; eÞ;
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Fig. 12. Illustration of transversality in Sin2 for (a) n ¼ 3 and (b) n ¼ 2:
Fig. 13. v1e for (a) n ¼ 3 and (b) n ¼ 2:
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say.8 It is precisely the function v1e which, if explicitly known, would give us the
solution to (3.14). For an illustration of the above argument, see Fig. 13.
In the upcoming paper [PS], we will derive expansions for v1e both for n ¼ 3 and
for n ¼ 2; as is to be expected, these expansions agree with those obtained in the
literature by asymptotic matching.
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